
HOW TO GET AROUND 

ATLANTIC AIR PARK



SMALL REMINDER OF THE RULES

 Speed: Vehicles must not exceed 30km/h.

 Priority: AAP village taxiways can be used by aircraft, motor vehicles, cyclists and

pedestrians. AIRCRAFT HAVE PRIORITY over all other types of vehicles. Aircraft arriving on
taxiway A have priority over those departing on taxiways S and N.

 Avoiding conflict with aircraft: vehicles using the taxiway MUST GIVE WAY to aircraft by
stopping in the entrance of a property beyond the line of the taxiway lighting.

 Pedestrians: If confronted with an aircraft, pedestrians must move at least 10 metres from
the taxiway. Young children must be under adult supervision at all times and animals must

be kept on leads.

 Obstacles: It is the responsibility of all property owners, the chateau owner and all those
who use the infrastructure of the aeronautical village to ensure that no obstacle (waste

bins, cars, etc) obstructs the passage of aircraft on the taxiways. All objects or vehicles

should be more than 10 meters from the centreline of the taxiways.



 We live in a residence where cars and aircraft coexist.

 If by chance you come face to face with an aircraft you must

enter the nearest property and proceed far enough into the

property to let the aircraft pass. NB some aircraft wings are long.

Do not park on the grass verges!

 All the owners know the rules and will not mind you using their

entrance.



You are approaching the

barriers and an aircraft

comes towards you beyond,

between or in front of the

barriers.

What are you going to do?

Do not park on the grass

verge! Allow for the length of

the aircraft wings.

Reverse back and use the

entrance to the nearest

property (see yellow arrow).

Drive far enough into the

property to let the wings pass.

After the passage of the

aircraft, resume your route.

Thanks for your

understanding.
Situation No.1 (your car is emerging from AAP)



You are approaching the

barriers and an aircraft is

about to enter or exit the air

park.

What are you going to do?

In principle the traffic lights

are red on the road and you

have to stop. If you

inadvertently did not see the

red light you must stop

immediately. Do not go into

the air park. The ground

detectors would cause the

barriers to lower onto the

aircraft.

After the passage of the

aircraft, resume your route.
Situation No.2 (your car wants to enter AAP)



You are driving on the

taxiway and an aircraft is

coming towards you.

What are you going to do?

Do not park on the grass

verge! Allow for the length of

the aircraft wings.

If you have the option, enter

the nearest property (yellow

arrow), otherwise, reverse

back to the nearest property.

Drive far enough into the

property to let the wings pass.

After the passage of the

aircraft, resume your route.

Situation No.3A (your car is coming out of AAP)



You have cleared the

taxiway when you see an

aircraft arrive but it does not

pass (he needs to go where

you are).

What are you going to do?

You will see the aircraft stop.

This means that it is waiting to

enter the property where you

have pulled in! Leave the

property slowly by using the

taxiway in the opposite

direction to the aircraft and

wait.

After the passage of the

aircraft, resume your route.

Situation No.3B (your car has already cleared the taxiway)



You are driving on the

taxiway and an aircraft

comes towards you.

What are you going to do?

Do not park on the grass

verge! Allow for the length of

the aircraft wings.

If you have the option, enter

the nearest property (yellow

arrow), or reverse back to the

nearest property. Drive far

enough into the property to

let the wings pass.

After the passage of the

aircraft, resume your route.

Situation No.4 (your car is circulating within AAP)


